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ID
Parish H_Num Title Proj_Cat Imp_Type FFY Total_Cost
69 Plaquemines H.004791 LA 23: Belle Chase Bridge and Tunnel(HBI) OP Efficiency Replace Bridge and Tunnel FFY 19 (Federal Fiscal Year 10/1/18 - 9/30/19) $158,888,000
70 Plaquemines * LA 406@Hebert Rd Improvements Safety Intersection Improvements FFY 19 (Federal Fiscal Year 10/1/18 - 9/30/19) $2,265,000
71 Plaquemines H.012079 LA 23: Belle Chasse Tunnel Interim Repairs Preservation Tunnel Repairs FFY 20 (Federal Fiscal Year 10/1/19 - 9/30/20) $17,333,000
72 Plaquemines H.012560 LA 23: Tunnel - Apricot (End of Asphalt) Preservation Cold Plane & Overlay: New Stripping & Markers FFY 20 (Federal Fiscal Year 10/1/19 - 9/30/20) $2,500,000
73 Plaquemines H.012725 Avenue G: NOGC Xing(Belle Chase) Rail Install Gates at Ave G: Traf Sig at Ave G & Close Main FFY 20 (Federal Fiscal Year 10/1/19 - 9/30/20) $500,000
74 Plaquemines H.012987 LA 23: Ravenna Rd-LM 4.040 Preservation Overlay FFY 21 (Federal Fiscal Year 10/1/20 - 9/30/21) $600,000